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1 Area of validity and contract partner

1.1 Koelnmesse GmbH, Messeplatz 1, 50679 Köln, Germany, (“Koelnmesse”)
operates the digital product (hereinafter: “digital product” or “digital
services”).

1.2 Companies can purchase the services of Koelnmesse as described below
and in these Terms and Conditions of Use for digital exhibitors, particularly
under Item 1.2.1 (“Terms and Conditions of Use”) and in the registration
form for the use of the digital product (“Registration Form”). Each of the
companies purchasing these services is subsequently referred to in connection
with the digital product as a “digital exhibitor”, regardless of which specific
service has been purchased and irrespective of whether it has registered to
participate in an in-person event that may be held alongside the digital
product.

1.2.1 According to the regulations associated with the Registration Form, the
digital product can be purchased and used in parallel with a corresponding in-
person event or instead of it. The Registration Form may also specify that the
digital product is only available to exhibitors that also take part in the in-
person event. If such an in-person event does not take place, the parties can
agree that the contract concerning the digital product is automatically
cancelled as well without requiring any further declaration. Alternatively, the
parties can also agree that if an in-person event does not take place, purely
digital exhibitors or exhibitors of both types of exhibition can withdraw from
the digital product contract without having to pay a cancellation fee. In this
case, the exhibitor has to exercise this right within 7 days of being informed of
the cancellation of the in-person event.

1.2.2 Koelnmesse provides digital exhibitors with the possibility, for the
duration of this contract as specified in more detail in these Terms and
Conditions of Use and in accordance with the rules in the Registration Form
and in return for payment, to avail themselves of digital presentation and
communication services in order to integrate their own content or to have it
integrated within the scope of function available in the digital product.

1.3 The digital services of Koelnmesse are provided exclusively on the basis of
the rules in the Registration Form and these Terms and Conditions of Use
including their Appendix(es). These Terms and Conditions of Use and their
Appendix(es) also apply to all future business insofar as it is of the same
nature and the parties refer to these Terms and Conditions of Use. The in-
person event is subject to the General Conditions of Participation/Special
Conditions of Participation that are known to the exhibitor and to the
regulations governing the registration for the in-person event.

1.4 The digital exhibitor’s general terms and conditions of business shall not
apply, even if Koelnmesse does not specifically exclude their application.
Differing or contrary terms thus only apply when they have been recognized
by Koelnmesse in writing.

1.5 The digital exhibitor can call up, save and print out the Terms and
Conditions of Use on the website of the digital product (“website”) at any
time.

1.6 Koelnmesse saves this contract text after conclusion of the contract. The
contract text is not accessible to the digital exhibitor.

1.7 Special General Terms and Conditions of Business of Koelnmesse may
apply for other services in the context of the digital product (in particular
advertising services). Koelnmesse will draw attention to the applicability of
these special General Terms and Conditions of Business in a suitable manner.

2 Requirements for acceptance as a digital exhibitor

2. Requirements for acceptance as a digital exhibitor

2.1 The company receives the status as a digital exhibitor of Koelnmesse in the
sense of these Terms and Conditions of Use and of the Registration Form
through the conclusion of the digital services agreement. Koelnmesse decides
on the acceptance as a digital exhibitor in accordance with the following more

detailed rules of this Item 2 and the rules in Item 3.5.

2.2 The following applies to the acceptance as a digital exhibitor:

2.2.1 Only companies that are entered in the Commercial Register or in the
Skilled Trades Register or in comparable company directories can be accepted
as digital exhibitors and such partners are only accepted with those products
that correspond to the focus of the event. The corresponding Products List is
attached as Appendix 1 to these Terms and Conditions of Use.

2.2.2 Commercial agents, sales companies, cooperation partners and
importers can also be accepted as digital exhibitors on behalf of non-
producing companies they represent insofar as the products are not shown by
any other digital exhibitor in the digital product and that they possess the
necessary rights to present them. The issue of a licence by the producer is
necessary for the presentation of products that were not manufactured by the
actual digital exhibitor. The licence must be proven in an appropriate form on
request by Koelnmesse. The presentation and offering of unlicensed products
is illegal and represents a severe infringement of these Terms and Conditions
of Use. Koelnmesse is entitled to carry out reviews during the time in which
the digital exhibitor’s profile page can be called up and, insofar as applicable,
to close the profile page of the digital exhibitor when, despite a corre-
sponding warning, it is being used for the presentation of items for which the
necessary licences cannot be proven.

3 Conclusion of the contract; purchase of the digital
participation; acceptance as a digital exhibitor

3.1 The digital exhibitor can call up and download the Registration Form for
the use of digital services on the website. Depending on the event, it is
possible to simultaneously register for the in-person event and the digital
event on the event’s website.

3.2 The digital exhibitor can submit the completed Registration Form via e-
mail to the address given on the website. The arrival of the e-mail at
Koelnmesse represents the legally binding offer of the digital exhibitor for the
purchase of the digital participation and for the acceptance as a digital ex-
hibitor, according to the package specified on the Registration Form (“offer”).
The digital exhibitor can alter the details to be entered or delete the form at
any time up to the sending of the form/e- mail.

3.3 Koelnmesse shall confirm the receipt of the offer to the digital exhibitor
electronically via e-mail to the address that the digital exhibitor has entered in
the Registration Form without delay (“confirmation of receipt”). This
confirmation of receipt does not yet represent the acceptance of the digital
exhibitor’s offer by Koelnmesse.

3.4 The contract concerning the purchase of the digital participation and the
acceptance as a digital exhibitor first comes into being when Koelnmesse has
expressly accepted the offer by sending a confirmation via e-mail (“conclusion
of contract”).

3.5 Koelnmesse decides on the acceptance of a company as a digital exhibitor
conscientiously at its sole discretion. In the event of a rejection, the applicant
company will receive a separate notification.

In particular, Koelnmesse reserves the right not to admit a company as a
digital exhibitor if there are factual indications that the company’s products or
services that are to be presented in the digital product violate a third-party
right, that the company has participated in or been an accessory to such a
violation, or that the company is responsible for the violation of third-party
rights due to another legal reason. In such cases, Koelnmesse will give the
company the opportunity to make a statement and to refute the factual
indications unless a public authority or a court has already determined that a
right has been violated. Koelnmesse’s further rights and claims remain
unaffected.
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4 Scope of services to be provided by Koelnmesse to
the digital exhibitor

4.1 The digital product can comprise presentation possibilities for the digital
exhibitors’ content (in various available trade fair media) and functionalities
for networking, lead tracking and audio/video communication as well as other
functionalities of the digital platform. Koelnmesse continuously enhances and
improves the digital product.

4.2 In connection with this digital product Koelnmesse provides the digital
exhibitor with the following services after an agreement has been concluded
regarding the use of the digital product:

4.2.1 Upon the conclusion of this contract, the digital exhibitor is entitled to
refer to itself as a digital exhibitor of the digital product range for the duration
of this contract. The digital exhibitor will be named as such in the activities in
connection with the digital product, e.g. on the website, at the sole discretion
of Koelnmesse.

4.2.2 Depending on the scope of services purchased by the digital exhibitor,
Koelnmesse shall also provide the digital exhibitor with the services as
described in the Registration Form. In some cases, special conditions have to
be met to order certain services. These conditions are specified in the
Registration Form.

4.2.3 Furthermore the digital exhibitor’s content from the digital exhibitor’s
application, can be placed in the digital product as conference formats. The
editorial selection for this placement is carried out by the editorial team of
Koelnmesse, nevertheless in coordination with the digital exhibitor and is the
object of a special agreement between the digital exhibitor and Koelnmesse.
The digital exhibitor has the option, subject to availability, of purchasing the
placement of an advertisement in the digital product for payment. This paid
placement of an advertisement is the object of a special agreement between
Koelnmesse and the digital exhibitor.

4.3 Koelnmesse warrants, within the foreseeable requirements, to provide
best possible reproduction of the digital product in conformity with the
respective usual technical standard. Exemplary representations in sales
documentation are solely for the purpose of illustration and make no claims
to exact implementation regarding pixels or functions.

4.4. Marketing services, data protection and liability

4.4.1 Costs for the “additional marketing services”

If “additional marketing services” are agreed upon in the Registration Form
(besides the main digital exhibitor services described in 4.2.2), the following
applies: The costs per main exhibitor, group organizer and group participant
are based on the information specified in the registration.

The digital exhibitor will receive all of the ordering information and
documentation relating to the marketing services offered from the official
contract partners of Koelnmesse. Participation by the digital exhibitor is in all
cases first fixed on acceptance by Koelnmesse. The offers and order confir-
mations are therefore subject to the condition subsequent that the
acceptance has been issued. If the official contract partners have not received
an order form from the digital exhibitor before the editorial and advertising
deadline, the entry included in the official trade fair media will be based  on
the information given in the respective registration form. The entry is subject
to a fee. Registra- tions and orders received after this deadline will also, insofar
as possible, be taken into account in the official trade fair media. In the case of
orders and registrations that are received by Koelnmesse later than the
editorial and advertising deadline, Koelnmesse will make no guarantee of the
full provision of all marketing services. Claims of any kind, in particular claims
that seek to reduce the costs for inclusion in the official trade fair media or
claims of compensation for damages are expressly excluded in these cases.

4.4.2 Special data protection provisions for lead tracking

Trade fair visitors can voluntarily register. Other terms may apply, particularly
when visitors can only purchase individual tickets by registering. Koelnmesse

forwards the personal data from registered users to third parties only if the
users first agree to have their data used in this way. Neither the digital
exhibitor, nor Koelnmesse nor any other third party can require users to take
part in lead tracking by scanning their admission tickets and so to pass on
their personal data. In addition, the digital exhibitor is obliged in individual
cases to delete the personal data that it has received as a result of lead
tracking if it is requested to do so by Koelnmesse GmbH or the user in
question. Koelnmesse is not liable for the accuracy and completeness of the
user/ticket registration data. The digital exhibitor may only forward the
personal data received as a result of lead tracking to third parties if and to the
extent that the digital exhibitor has received express consent from the
respective user. The digital exhibitor also undertakes to use the personal data
received as a result of lead tracking solely in accordance with the legal
regulations, especially those relating to data protection, and solely for the
exhibitor’s own purposes. In this respect, the digital exhibitor shall exempt
Koelnmesse from all claims by third parties.

4.4.3 Responsibility/release of Koelnmesse from liability

Koelnmesse GmbH, Messeplatz 1, 50679 Köln, Germany, is the publisher of
the official trade fair media. Koelnmesse may assign the practical
implementation and the advertising to a third party company. Advertisers are
responsible for the content of their advertisements and entries and are liable
for any damages related thereto. Koelnmesse is not liable for printing errors,
incorrect placement, mistakes and other gaps or faults in the reproduction.
Koelnmesse is not liable for damage to property and personal injury caused by
the use of the trade fair app for the lead tracking service unless it can be
proved that Koelnmesse acted deliberately or with gross negligence. Liability
is limited to foreseeable damages. Participants use the trade fair app for the
lead tracking service at their own risk. Although Koelnmesse strives to provide
correct information, it does not guarantee the currency, accuracy and
completeness of the supplied information nor is it liable for such. Koelnmesse
assumes no responsibility for the technical availability of the services offered.
Warranty or damage claims of all kinds are excluded if the technology breaks
down or malfunctions in some  other way. In particular, maintenance, security
and capacity-related issues as well as events over which Koelnmesse has no
control (e.g. disturbances of the public communication networks, power
outages etc.) can lead to brief disruptions or a temporary suspension of the
services. Koelnmesse does not guarantee that the web pages will be accessible
at all times and that participants can call them up flawlessly and without
encountering incorrect content or technical difficulties. Koelnmesse is not
liable for incorrect information that is produced or disseminated by
participants and/or third parties (including cooperation partners) and that is
related to the ordering of admission tickets and catalogues for trade fairs and
exhibitions of the Koelnmesse Group on the Internet. Koelnmesse is especially
not liable for e-mails or data entries that the system fails to accept and/or
receive because they do not conform to the stipulations of these General
Terms and Conditions or to the website’s technical requirements. Koelnmesse
is not liable for the offers made by third parties, especially not if they are
related to the use of the lead tracking service. Koelnmesse does not guarantee
that all links and references to external content that are made during the use
of the lead tracking service are correct or complete.

5 Representation formats for digital exhibitors

5.1 The digital exhibitor receives access to a store, such as the Media Shop, or
another digital booking option, which can be used to book content for the
design of the digital exhibitor’s presence. In the case of bookings via the Media
Shop, user-defined changes to his digital exhibitor presence are not possible.
Alternatively, changes to the digital exhibitor's presence can be made directly
on the digital platform by the digital exhibitor himself (Customer Self Service).
More detail is given on the eventspecific websites and in the registration
documents there.

5.2 Koelnmesse may of its own accord enhance the presentation formats by
adding publicly available information of the digital exhibitor for the purposes
of a proper presentation.

5.3 The content can only be edited until the editorial deadline of the
respective digital product and will also be presented in the digital product
after the event. The digital exhibitor can request that this be deleted.
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6 Duties of the digital exhibitor

6.1 The digital exhibitor undertakes to provide complete and correct
information on the company in the Registration Form. Changes to these
details must be notified to Koelnmesse in text form and without delay; e-mail
is adequate for this notification.

6.2 Additional duties of the digital exhibitor:

6.2.1 The digital exhibitor undertakes to keep confidential and adequately
protected against unauthorized access the access data received from
Koelnmesse and the associated passwords. The digital exhibitor shall inform
Koelnmesse immediately of any indications of unauthorized transfer of the
access data and/or passwords and/or any unauthorized access.

6.2.2 The digital exhibitor undertakes not to collect content in the digital
product, and not to play on the presentation formats of the digital exhibitor
advertising that does not correspond thematically to the Products List in
Appendix 1 and/or violate these Terms and Conditions of Use, statutory
provisions, any regulatory requirements, official orders, data protection law or
standards of common decency. Furthermore the digital exhibitor undertakes
not to collect content that infringes the rights, in particular copyrights or
brand rights, of third parties. Koelnmesse reserves the right to not integrate or
to block content when said content is criminal according to applicable laws,
recognizably serves as preparation for criminal acts or violates these Terms
and Conditions of Use or the Products List.

6.2.3 The digital exhibitor undertakes to refrain from all measures that would
endanger or interfere with the functioning of the digital product and not to
access data that it is not entitled to access. Furthermore the digital exhibitor
must ensure that its content that has been transferred and set up in the digital
product is not infected with viruses, worms, or trojans. The digital exhibitor
undertakes to make good all damage to Koelnmesse that arises from the
failure to fulfil these obligations within the control of the digital exhibitor and
furthermore to indemnify Koelnmesse against all claims against Koelnmesse
by third parties, including legal and court costs, that are asserted by said
parties due to the failure to comply with these obligations on the part of the
digital exhibitor.

6.2.4 The digital exhibitor undertakes to pay in full all due license and other
fees and expenses (German Authors' Rights Society (GEMA), the Artists' Social
Insurance Fund (KSK), German income tax payable by non-residents
(Ausländersteuer)) that may be due for musical and other performances
making use of any form of audio and image recording media. In the event that
the digital exhibitor fails to register for and/or pay the due licensing and other
fees and expenses, the digital exhibitor indemnifies Koelnmesse against any
and all claims by third parties.

The digital exhibitor is informed that the existing requirements of the German
Telemedia Act (TMG), in particular with regard to the imprint, are to be
included in the digital exhibitor’s showroom and all of the content that the
digital exhibitor has recorded is to be labelled as content from this digital
exhibitor.

7 Further rules for digital exhibitors

7.1 The digital exhibitor undertakes not to set up content or to advertise
content the dissemination of which via radio or telecommunications media is
illegal. In particular it must not set up any content or advertise any content
the dissemination of which is criminal or which is likely to endanger the
development of children or young people or their upbringing as a responsible
and socially competent personality (for example, content subject to
censorship). The same applies to content which the digital exhibitor integrates
from external sources including third-party content. Insofar as content bears a
label according to the Jugendschutzgesetz (law for the protection of minors)
the digital exhibitor must clearly draw attention to this.

7.2 Granting of usage rights to Koelnmesse

7.2.1 The digital exhibitor irrevocably transfers to Koelnmesse the non-
exclusive usage rights and exploitation rights without limitation in time or

space to the content made available by the digital exhibitor. This transfer of
rights is intended to enable Koelnmesse to exploit the content commercially
or non-commercially itself or through its affiliated companies in the sense of
Section 15 ff. of the Stock Corporation Act (AktG) in the context of the
services of Koelnmesse in connection with the digital product. The
Registration Form or individual agreements can limit this granting of rights to
the period until the next corresponding trade fair.

7.2.2 The grant of rights is not solely concerned with the digital product and
also comprises the following rights:

7.2.2.1 The right to use, reproduce, save on all known storage media and to
publically present, in the context of the website and in the digital product, the
content in whole or in part, however solely for viewing.

7.2.2.2 The right to further develop the content for these purposes, e.g. by
translation into other languages

7.2.2.3 The right to edit the content for optimal presentation in the digital
product.

7.2.2.4 The right to add advertising to the content or parts thereof, with the
exception of the profile pages.

7.2.2.5 The right to combine the content with other content or other creations.

7.2.3 The digital exhibitor waives the rights according to Sections 12, 13
Sentence 2 of the Act on Copyright and Related Rights (UrhG), the right to
recognition of authorship (Section 13 Sentence 2 UrhG), however only to the
extent that this is usual in this sector.

7.2.4 Insofar as the transfer of rights is not possible due to conflicting rights of
third parties, the corresponding positions in the content provided by the
digital exhibitor are to be made unrecognizable prior to the transfer of rights
to Koelnmesse

7.2.5 Koelnmesse accepts the transfer and the grant of rights.

8 Visitor admission

8.1 Commercial buyers and other trade visitors are admitted as visitors to the
event. Koelnmesse is entitled to carry out corresponding checks of the visitor
profiles and to refuse admission to visitors whose profiles do not correspond
with the purpose of the event.

8.2 Koelnmesse can at its discretion declare the event entirely or partially
open to the public.

9 Obligation to secrecy and confidentiality

9.1 The parties undertake to treat the confidential information pursuant to
Item 9.2 (“confidential information”) received from the respective other party
as strictly confidential (i.e. in particular to refrain from the unauthorized use,
disclosure, publication, or dissemination of this information), and at least with
the same degree of care with which they treat their own confidential
information. The receiving party may only use this confidential information for
the performance and enforcement of this contract. The receiving party may
not use this confidential information for its own purposes or for the purposes
of third parties or make the confidential information a part of any application
for intellectual property rights. The receiving party may not observe,
investigate, dismantle or test products and objects made available that
contain confidential information without the approval of the disclosing party.

9.2 Confidential information is in particular all information, documentation,
written materials, recordings, notes, documents and electronic files that are
objects of appropriate confidentiality measures and are labelled as
confidential or are to be considered confidential by virtue of the type of
information or the circumstances of their transfer. The content transferred for
presentation is not confidential information

9.3 The obligation of confidentiality and non-exploitation of the confidential
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information lapses insofar as said information
• was already known to the receiving party prior to its notification
• was known to the public or generally accessible prior to its notification
• becomes known to the public or generally accessible after its notification

without action or fault on the part of the informed party
• substantially corresponds to information that has been revealed or made

accessible to the recipient by a third party who is entitled to do so or
• was made accessible or developed by the respective party itself, subject to

this being proven by written records of this party or in some other way and
none of the obligations laid down in this agreement have been breached.

 
9.4 Furthermore the obligation of confidentiality shall not apply in the case
that a party is obliged to reveal confidential information due to legal
provisions or the force of an incontestable decision of a court or an
administrative authority.

9.5 The parties will keep all of the written materials and/or data carriers
entrusted to them by the respective other party separate from their other
documentation. The confidential information is to be secured against
unauthorized access and unauthorized use by appropriate measures to ensure
confidentiality. This also includes technical security measures adapted to
generally recognized process descriptions and industry standards, the
obligation of the employees to maintain confidentiality, and the observation
of data protection.

9.6 The information entrusted or parts thereof may only be passed on to such
employees, bodies, representatives, external consultants (e.g. lawyers), and/or
authorized subcontractors (e.g. freelancers) of the respective receiving party
and/or their authorized subcontractors (in the following “representatives”) as
require the information for the fulfilment of their tasks in conformity with the
contract, have been appropriately instructed in the confidentiality of the
information provided, and on their side are subject to appropriate obligations
of confidentiality. The parties are liable for breaches of confidentiality on the
part of their representatives and agents as for their own faults.

9.7 The receiving party will immediately inform the revealing party in writing
when an unauthorized use or passing on of the confidential information of the
revealing party becomes known to it and shall on request of the revealing
party take all appropriate measures in order to prevent a further unauthorized
use or passing on of the confidential information of the revealing party.

9.8 Each party is obligated to return on demand by the other party all received
written or in other ways recorded confidential information including any
copies that may have been made within ten (10) days to the demanding party
or to confirm in writing the destruction of said confidential information
insofar as the other party is not entitled to that information according to the
purpose of the contract or is not required to independently retain that
information due to statutory duties to retain records. Excluded from this is
confidential information the destruction of which is only technically possible
at disproportionate cost, e.g. because it has been saved by an automated
electronic backup system for preserving electronic data in a backup file that is,
however, overwritten at close regular intervals in any event.

9.9 The duties of the parties set out in this confidentiality agreement remain
in force for five years after the termination of the contractual relationship
between the parties. Trade secrets, for which the obligations continue for as
long as they are protected as trade secrets, are not subject to this.

9.10 The aforementioned rules do not establish any intellectual property
usage rights whatsoever. All usage rights authorized under this contract
remain unaffected by the aforementioned rules of this Item 9.

10 Liability of the digital exhibitor, indemnification

10.1 The digital exhibitor is liable for ensuring that its content in the respective
presentation formats does not violate any patent rights, utility model rights,
copyrights, trademark rights and/or design rights or comparable property
rights of third parties and other statutory provisions, in particular those of
criminal law and the law concerning the protection of minors.

10.2 The digital exhibitor indemnifies Koelnmesse against all claims by third

parties that may be asserted by such parties against Koelnmesse or its
licensees due to the infringement of property rights by the content provided
by the digital exhibitor in the context of this contract insofar as the digital
exhibitor is at fault for said infringement. Koelnmesse will immediately notify
the digital exhibitor of any claims asserted by third parties and at its own
discretion will either entrust the defence of these claims to the digital
exhibitor or coordinate the defence with the digital exhibitor. Koelnmesse will
neither recognize nor accept as undisputed claims by third parties without
consulting the digital exhibitor. The indemnity also applies to all appropriate
defence costs of Koelnmesse, including lawyers’ fees, authorities’ and court
costs, and all other required expenses as are generally accepted in the sector
and are accounted for.

10.3 Insofar as third-party rights are opposed the digital exhibitor shall, at its
discretion and expense, either acquire corresponding rights for Koelnmesse or
replace or change the affected parts of the performance in such a manner that
the property rights of third parties are not infringed yet the agreed
performance features are retained. If this is not possible for the digital
exhibitor under appropriate conditions and within an appropriate time,
Koelnmesse shall be entitled to assert its statutory rights.

11 Compensation

11.1 The compensation for the digital participation is determined according to
the event-specific details in the registration documents on the respective
website.

11.2 All prices are net prices. The statutory VAT will be charged additionally
where applicable. Invoice amounts are payable immediately upon receipt of
the invoice.

11.3 As a rule, Koelnmesse provides the digital exhibitors with an “other
service” according to Section 3a (2) of the German value-added tax law
(UStG). The place of performance for such services is the recipient’s
headquarters. Koelnmesse will therefore invoice foreign digital exhibitors
according to the reverse charge accounting mechanism without charging any
German VAT. Digital exhibitors from the European Union need to enter their
valid VAT identification number in the registration form in order to be
considered proprietors.

11.4 The digital exhibitor must immediately notify Koelnmesse in text form of
any changes to their VAT identification numbers.

11.5 If, in exceptional cases, other services are provided in which the place of
performance is not the registered office of the service recipient and statutory
VAT is due, foreign digital exhibitors may receive a refund of the invoiced VAT
provided they fulfil the legal requirements. More detailed information can be
found here: www.bzst.bund.de

12 Termination of the contract

12.1 This agreement applies for as long as the digital product is available.

12.2. An ordinary termination of the contract is excluded.

12.3 Either party has nevertheless the right to terminate the contract without
notice for good cause. Good cause for Koelnmesse is in particular:

a) the serious or repeated infringement by the digital exhibitor of the
provisions of these Terms and Conditions of Use;

b) any serious interference affecting the website caused by actions on the part
of the digital exhibitor;

c) the action in tort of a digital exhibitor or the attempt to carry out such an
action, e.g. fraud;

d) the infringement of applicable data protection regulations by the digital
exhibitor;

e) continued interference with operation due to force majeure lying outside
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the control of Koelnmesse, such as e.g. natural disasters, fire, failure of supply
networks due to non-culpable reasons.

f) if it was agreed during registration that the digital product should only exist
in conjunction with the in-person event: the failure to conclude and the
termination of the exhibitor contract, the serious notification by the partner
of its intention not to attend the in-person trade fair even without express
contractual or other right, and the other unauthorized failure to participate in
the in-person trade fair.

12.4 Any termination must be notified in text form. Termination by fax or e-
mail counts as in text form.

13 Liability of Koelnmesse

The liability of Koelnmesse is solely according to the following stipulations.

13.1 Koelnmesse bears unlimited liability for intent and gross negligence and
for damages resulting from culpable loss of life, bodily injury or damage to
health.

13.2 In cases of simple negligence Koelnmesse is liable where a breach of an
essential contractual obligation has occurred. An essential contractual
obligation in the sense of this Item 13.2 is a duty the fulfilment of which first
makes the performance of this contract possible and on the fulfilment of
which the contract partner may thus regularly rely.

13.3 The liability according to Item 13.2 is limited to those damages typical
and foreseeable at the time of the conclusion of the contract.

13.4 The liability of Koelnmesse according to Item 13.2 is limited in the event
of a loss of data to the costs that would have been incurred in restoring a
regular backup of the data by the digital exhibitor.

13.5 Insofar as provisions of tenancy law are applicable to this contractual
relationship the following shall apply: The strict liability for initial defects
according to Section 536a (1) Alt. 1 of the German

Civil Code (BGB) is excluded. Also excluded is the partner’s right to remedy
the defect itself according to Section 536a (2) BGB.

13.6 The limitations of liability apply correspondingly in favour of the
employees, authorized repre- sentatives, and vicarious agents of Koelnmesse.

13.7 Any possible liability of Koelnmesse for guarantees explicitly designated
as such and for claims due to the Act on Liability for Defective Products
(ProdHaftG) remains unaffected.

14 Commercial property rights

14.1 Koelnmesse does not want any digital exhibitors who in the process of
producing, disseminat- ing, selling, possession or advertising their products in
the broadest sense violate laws regarding the protection of intellectual
property or commercial property rights in the broadest sense.

14.2 If a final court decision has determined res judicata that a digital
exhibitor in connection with one of Koelnmesse’s digital products has violated
laws of the kind mentioned in Paragraph 1, Koelnmesse is entitled to bar that
partner from the next digital products of this kind after the res judicata court
decision if there is sufficient suspicion that the partner will again and
repeatedly violate laws for the protection of intellectual property or
commercial property rights.

14.3 It is the responsibility of the digital exhibitor to ensure that the content
brought into the digital product is not in violation of property rights.

14.4 The protection of inventions for patent registration is the digital
exhibitors’ business. The digital exhibitor must ensure that its inventions are if
necessary registered at the German Patent and Trade Mark Office for the
Federal Republic of Germany and/or according to the European Patent
Convention at the European Patent Office in good time prior to the beginning

of the digital product.

14.5 The digital exhibitor declares bindingly and irrevocably that it itself
created the products ex- hibited by it in the digital product or that they are
permissible copies or imitations of other suppliers or other third parties. The
digital exhibitor undertakes to respect the preferential property rights of the
third parties.

15 Concluding provisions

15.1 The language of the contract is German. The German version of these
Terms and Conditions of Use is binding for the interpretation of their
provisions. The English version is solely for the purpose of information.

15.2 In the event that one or more provisions of this agreement should be
deemed to be or become invalid, the remaining provisions will remain in full
force and effect. Invalid provisions are wherever possible to be replaced by
such effective conditions as essentially achieve the same economic objectives
as pursued.

15.3 In the event of contradictions between the Registration Form and these
Terms and Conditions of Use the rules of the Registration Form take
precedence over the Terms and Conditions of Use.

15.4 The substantive law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply to
this contract and all claims arising from and in connection with it. The UN
Sales Convention shall have no application to this contract.

15.5 Should the digital exhibitor have no place of general jurisdiction in
Germany or in another EU member country or should the digital exhibitor be
a merchant or should the digital exhibitor’s permanent residence be relocated
abroad after the coming into effect of this contract or should the digital
exhibitor’s permanent residence or habitual residence at the time of the
institution of proceedings be unknown the exclusive place of jurisdiction for
all disputes arising from this contract shall be the registered office of
Koelnmesse.

Last amended: April 2022
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Koelnmesse GmbH
Postfach 21 07 60
50532 Köln
Germany
Fax +49 221 821-99 3284
interzum@koelnmesse.de
www.interzum.com

09.-12.05.2023

List of Products
Please fill in and return with your registration

Customer No.

0 2 3 0

No:

No:

Main exhibitor:

Name of exhibitor/co-exhibitor/additionally represented
company Please use one list of products per company

Main exhibits: (max. 2 entries)

This directory of products shall not be considered the basis for automatic
entry in the directory of products in the official fair media. Our official
contractual partners will provide you with all order information and
documents for the marketing services offered.

We respond to the following sectors of furniture production and interior design:
(Please make sure you fill this in!)

Manufacturer/ dealer of kitchen furniture Building and room technology
Manufacturer/ dealer of kitchen sinks Lighting industry and light installation
Manufacturer/ dealer of kitchen taps and fittings Exterior design (facade, roof)
Manufacturer/ dealer of kitchen appliances and small electric
domestic appliances

Manufacturer/ dealer of garden and camping furniture and
accessories

Manufacturer/ dealer of kitchen worktops Interior design hotel and restaurants/ bars
Manufacturer/ dealer upholstered furniture Interior design wellness (sauna, SPA and swimming pool)
Manufacturer/ dealer tabels and chairs Interior design office and administration
Manufacturer/ dealer of bedroom furniture and accessories Interior design sales room/ shopfitting
Manufacturer/ dealer of children's and young people's furniture Interior design hospital, doctor's office, nursing home, senior

residence
Manufacturer/ dealer of living room and system furniture Interior design sport and leisure facilities
Manufacturer/ dealer period and reproductions furniture Interior design museum
Manufacturer/ dealer of bath and sanitary industry and accessories Interior design car, truck, bus
Bed manufacturer/ dealer Interior design camper/ caravan
Mattress manufacturer/ dealer Interior design cruise ship
Components for interior design of floors, walls, ceilings Interior design train
Stairs manufacturer/ dealer Interior design plane
Manufacturer/ dealer of doors and gates Information technologie and data processing
Window manufacturer/ dealer Logistics industry

List of exhibits       (Please cross the corresponding items)

Our target/sales markets are:
Africa The Americas Asia Europe Oceania

South Africa USA China Western Europe Australia
West Africa Canada Japan Northern Europe New Zealand
East Africa Mexico South East Asia Southern Europe Others Oceania
North Africa Colombia India Russia

Brazil Middle East Turkey
Others Central America Others Eastern Europe
Others South America

Global Opportunities
We are interested in exhibiting at further fairs. Please send us further information:

Bad Salzuflen
ZOW
Bad Salzuflen, Germany

Global
interzum guangzhou
Guangzhou, China
interzum bogotá
Bogotá, Colombia

interzum showcase
@ ORGATEC TOKYO
Tokyo, Japan
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Materials for furniture production
001 001 Anodized aluminium strips and foils
001 002 Printed hardboards
001 003 Laminated chipboards
001 004 Bituminized boards
001 005 Roofing slabs
001 006 Sound insulation boards
001 007 Decorative panels
001 008 Veneers
001 009 Veneered chipboards
001 010 Plaster boards
001 011 Glass sheets
001 012 Hemp boards
001 013 Resin bonded fibreboards
001 014 Insulated boards
001 015 Edgebanding
001 016 Ceramic panels
001 017 Wicker
001 018 Synthetic glass sheets
001 019 Plastic sections
001 020 Plastic raw materials
001 021 Limed wood
001 022 Battens and rods
001 023 Perforated boards
001 024 Marble slabs
001 025 Solid wood boards
001 026 MDF-Boards
001 027 Mineral material
001 028 Multiplex boards
001 029 OSB-Sheets
001 030 Compressed wood
001 031 Rattan
001 032 Rough groove and tongue boarding
001 033 Laminated panels
001 034 Sawn timber
001 035 Chipboards
001 036 Plywood
001 037 Laminated boards
001 038 Stone slabs
001 039 Canework material for chairs
001 040 Panelling and wainscoting boards
001 041 Thermoplastic fibrous substance
001 042 Wood core boards
001 043 Composite boards
001 044 Wood plastic composites
001 099 Other supplier parts and materials for furniture

production

Semi-finished products for cabinet, office and modular furniture
002 001 Worktop panels
002 002 Leaded glass
002 003 Wooden slats for mattresses
002 004 Moulded parts
002 005 Body elements
002 006 Kitchen worktop panels
002 007 Wooden leaf
002 008 Slatted frames
002 009 Rests
002 010 Frame profiles
002 011 Carcase fronts, furniture doors
002 012 Upholstery frames
002 013 Postforming elements
002 014 Profiles
002 015 Roller blinds for furniture
002 016 Sandwich panelling
002 017 Seats
002 018 Rods
002 019 Tubular steel

002 020 Tubular steel parts
002 021 Chair frames
002 022 Table frames
002 023 Table tops
002 024 Window glass
002 099 Other semi-finished products for the cabinet, office

and modular furniture industry

Surface treatment and finishing products
003 001 Paint removers
003 002 Repair materials
003 003 Stains
003 004 Bleaching agents
003 005 Decor papers solid colours
003 006 Decor papers printed
003 007 Paints
003 008 Films
003 009 Foils
003 010 Engraving materials
003 011 Primers
003 012 Resins
003 013 Adhesive tapes
003 014 Adhesives
003 015 Laquers
003 016 Laminates
003 017 Varnishing materials
003 018 Glues
003 019 Paper
003 020 Care products
003 021 Polishing agents
003 022 Abrasives
003 023 Filling compounds
003 024 Sealing agents
003 025 Waxes
003 099 Other surface treatment and finishing products

Machines, tools, equipment and aids for surface treatment
004 001 Pressure cylinders
004 002 Paint-spraying booths
004 003 Paint-spraying guns
004 004 Bonding guns
004 005 Varnishing equipment
004 006 Glue-applying equipment
004 007 Surface treating equipment (non-stationary)
004 008 Embossing cylinders
004 009 Press-plates
004 010 Press pads
004 011 Grinding equipment
004 012 Melted bonding application systems
004 013 Special tools for surface treatment
004 014 Surface scanner
004 099 Other machines, tools, equipment and aids for

surface treatment

Fittings and structural parts
005 001 Movement mechanisms
005 002 External and decorative fittings
005 003 Fittings
005 004 Bed fittings
005 005 Floor beams
005 006 Floor rails
005 007 Turn window fittings
005 008 Turn and tilt window fittings
005 009 Fittings for swivel chairs
005 010 Door handle sets
005 011 Built-in systems
005 012 Burglary protection devices
005 013 Fittings for windows
005 014 Legs
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005 015 Ferrules
005 016 Wardrobe pegs
005 017 Pneumatic springs
005 018 Glass sheet holders
005 019 Glass sheet supports
005 020 Sliding fittings
005 021 Glides
005 022 Height adjustment fittings
005 023 Flap brakes
005 024 Shop fittings
005 025 Magnetic catches
005 026 Furniture feet
005 027 Handles for furniture
005 028 Knobs for furniture
005 029 Roller blind fittings
005 030 Castors
005 031 Hinges
005 032 Fittings for sliding doors
005 033 Locking systems
005 034 Locks
005 035 Catches
005 036 Cabinet suspensions
005 037 Cabinet tubes
005 038 Wardrobe rail supports
005 039 Drawers
005 040 Drawer runners
005 041 Plinth fittings
005 042 Table fittings
005 043 Door fittings
005 044 Connection fittings
005 045 Closures
005 046 Adjustment mechanisms
005 047 Tilt facility mechanisms
005 048 Lettering, Logos, Product labeling
005 099 Other fittings and structural parts

Built-in parts
006 001 Waste disposal systems
006 002 Sanitary fittings
006 003 Pull-out systems
006 004 Extractor hoods
006 005 Built-in equipment
006 006 Fitted sink units
006 007 Gratings
006 008 Furniture cash boxes
006 009 Niche systems
006 010 Interior fittings for cupboards
006 011 Drawer furnishing
006 012 Mirrors
006 099 Other built-in parts

Lighting systems, lights Electrical fittings for furniture
production and interior works

006 101 Movement and systems technology
006 102 Lighting systems, lights
006 103 Locking systems, electronic
006 104 Sensors
006 105 Cable Management
006 199 Other lighting systems and lights

Portable machines, tools, equipment and aids for furniture
production and wood interiors

007 001 Work protection aids and equipment
007 002 Brushes
007 003 Compressed air tools
007 004 Plugs and dowels
007 005 Dust extraction plant / Air purification facilities
007 006 Paint rollers
007 007 Springs, technical

007 008 Files
007 009 Mitre box saws
007 010 Portable boring machines
007 011 Portable miling machines
007 012 Portable circular saws
007 013 Portable saws
007 014 Cables
007 015 Compressors
007 016 Store equipment
007 017 Machines (non-stationary)
007 018 Machine tools
007 019 Measuring equipment
007 020 Nuts and bolts
007 021 Nails
007 022 Rivets
007 023 Paint brushes
007 024 Frame stapling machines
007 025 Rasps
007 026 Shelves
007 027 Screws
007 028 Screwing machines
007 029 Vises
007 030 Press for mounting of drawers
007 031 Clamping equipment
007 032 Clamping tools
007 033 Stamped and punched parts
007 034 Stamping and punching beds
007 035 Jigsaws
007 036 Pins
007 037 Conveying and handling equipment
007 038 Packaging materials
007 039 Packaging tools
007 040 Workshop equipment
007 041 Tools
007 042 Pliers
007 043 Folding rules

Machinery for furniture production and wood interiors
(stationary)

008 001 Boring machines
008 002 Drilling and impressing automatic machinery for

furniture hinges and structural fittings
008 003 Moulding machines
008 004 Forming machines
008 005 Machinery for joining with fasteners such as nails,

staples, wire etc.
008 006 Multi-stage automatic machines for two or more

different operations
008 007 Other cutting machines
008 008 Other machines for joining
008 009 Other machines
008 010 Mortising machines
008 011 Gluing machines
008 012 Packaging equipment

Furniture and furnishing fabrics, leather
009 001 Covering materials
009 002 Upholstery fabrics
009 003 Printed fabrics
009 004 Felts
009 005 Artificial leather
009 006 Leather
009 007 Ticking, mattress fabrics
009 008 Special webs
009 099 Other furniture and furnishing fabrics for upholstery

Upholstery materials, upholstery articles and accessories
010 001 Steel strip
010 002 Piping and braiding
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010 003 Wire
010 004 Cambric material
010 005 Fibres
010 006 Spring bands
010 007 Feathers
010 008 Filling fibres
010 009 Filling material
010 010 Non-wovens for upholstery and bedding
010 011 Threads
010 012 Rubber hair upholstery material
010 013 Webbing
010 014 Lifting slings
010 015 Cord
010 016 Plastic sections
010 017 Mattress accessories
010 018 Needle felts
010 019 Upholstery materials
010 020 Uholstery accessories
010 021 Trimmings
010 022 Horsehair upholstery material
010 023 Fabric ties
010 024 Twines
010 025 Woven braiding material
010 026 Tricot piping
010 027 Fasteners
010 028 Non-woven materials
010 029 Woven ties
010 099 Other upholstery materials and accessories

Semi-finished products for upholstery, mattress and bed
manufacturing industry

011 001 Spring bases
011 002 Spring cores
011 003 Spring units
011 004 Shaped upholstery
011 005 Bonded fabric
011 006 Blanks
011 007 Foam rubber, Latex
011 008 Foam material
011 009 Spiral nets
011 010 Quilting
011 011 Water bed’s accessories
011 012 Semi-finished products
011 013 Lashing straps
011 099 Other semi-finished products for the upholstery,

mattress and bed manufacturing industry

Machines, tools, equipment and aids for the upholstery industry
processing

012 001 Bale presses
012 002 Flocking equipment
012 003 Pressing equipment
012 004 CAD/CAM
012 005 Steam equipment
012 006 Wire handling and processing machines
012 007 Filling machines
012 008 Processing machines for filling materials
012 009 Stapling tools
012 010 Industrial sewing machines and accessories
012 011 Cushion machines
012 012 Button machines
012 013 Folding and cutting machines
012 014 Machines and equipment for production of

upholstered furniture, mattresses and quilts
012 015 Machines for webbing
012 016 Mounting presses
012 017 Needles
012 018 Cutting equipment and machines (non-stationary)
012 019 Automatic upholstery machines

012 020 Upholstery frames
012 021 Cleaning agents
012 022 Tensioning tables
012 023 Special upholstery machines for car upholstery
012 024 Special sewing machines, automatic equipment and

accessories
012 025 Special tools
012 026 Die-cutting machines and accessories
012 027 Upholstery machines for bottoms of chairs
012 028 Time-synchronised assembly lines
012 029 Test machines
012 030 Transport systems
012 031 Processing machines for foam systems
012 032 Cutting accessories
012 033 Packaging machinery
012 034 Industrial embroidery machines and accessories

Ceilings, wall coverings and accessories
013 001 Sound-damping panels
013 002 Beams
013 003 Covering materials
013 004 Boards
013 005 Ceiling coverings
013 006 Fire-retarding constructional elements
013 007 Plaster boards
013 008 Wooden ceilings
013 009 Battens
013 010 Beading
013 011 Panels
013 012 Profiles
013 013 Stucco decor
013 014 Wall coverings
013 015 Sub-structures

Windows and accessories
014 001 Sealing materials
014 002 Window sills
014 003 Window profiles
014 004 Window frames
014 005 Wooden windows
014 099 Other windows and accessories

Parquet, cork and other wooden floorings
015 001 Parquetry composite
015 002 Veneered flooring
015 003 Planed flooring planks
015 004 Edgewise slats
015 005 Inlay
015 006 Solid wood planks
015 007 Solid wood parquet
015 008 Multilayer cork flooring
015 009 Multilayer parquet
015 010 Mosaic parquet
015 011 Parquet slats
015 012 Sports flooring
015 013 Panel parquet
015 014 Full cork flooring
015 099 Other parquet, cork and other wooden floors

Installation tools, installation and insulating underlays, surface
protection

016 001 Fixing systems
016 002 Adhesives
016 003 Oils
016 004 Waxes

Machines / Accessories for installing parquet and laminate
floorings

017 001 Parquet floor care
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017 002 Profiles
017 003 Skirtin boards
017 004 Stair edge systems

Floorings and accessories
018 001 Floor coverings
018 002 Tiles
018 003 Plastic floor coverings
018 004 Laminate floorings
018 005 Stoneware floorings
018 006 Floors
018 099 Other floors and accessories

Doors, gates and accessories
019 001 Sealing materials
019 002 Rotating doors
019 003 Folding doors
019 004 Double doors
019 005 Glass doors
019 006 Handle and grip systems
019 007 House doors
019 008 Wood doors
019 009 Inside doors
019 010 Doors-synthetic material
019 011 Country-style doors
019 012 In-fill panelling
019 013 Swinging doors
019 014 Door frames
019 015 Sliding doors
019 016 Plywood doors
019 017 Doors – period design –
019 018 Gates
019 019 Door elements
019 020 Frames
019 099 Other doors, gates and accessories

Finished parts for interior fittings
020 001 Bath tubes
020 002 Shower cubicles
020 003 Folding wainscots
020 004 Railings
020 005 Radiator covers
020 006 Wooden stairs
020 007 Shop equipment
020 008 Metal stairs
020 009 Folding screens
020 010 Room dividers
020 011 Shelving systems
020 012 Mirrors
020 013 Stone stairs
020 014 Partitions
020 015 Partition systems
020 016 Stairs
020 017 Staircase units
020 018 Stairtreads
020 019 Stair handrails
020 020 Wash basins

Materials for interior fittings
021 001 Balcony panels
021 002 Structural elements of wood
021 003 Fastening materials
021 004 Bending wood
021 005 Damping materials
021 006 Veneers
021 007 Planed articles
021 008 Wooden turned parts
021 009 Wood, brushed
021 010 Wood, sandblasted

021 011 Wood glue components
021 012 Wooden pillars
021 013 Wooden tubes
021 014 Wood preservative agents
021 015 Wooden fencing
021 016 Insulating materials
021 017 Tiles
021 018 Wooden leafs
021 019 Lightweight panels
021 020 Moulding
021 021 Surface protection agents
021 022 Panel materials
021 023 Wood for profiles
021 024 Shelving boards
021 025 Laminate panels
021 026 Shingles
021 027 Sawn timber
021 028 Edge strips
021 029 Panels for covering
021 030 Panels for fitting
021 031 Wood plastic composites
021 099 Other materials for interiors fittings

Information, Organisation
022 001 Industrial organisation systems
022 002 Industrial organisation aids
022 003 Computer
022 004 Trade and technical books
022 005 Trade and technical periodicals
022 006 Trade and technical journals
022 007 Cooperative advertising
022 008 Institutions
022 009 Trade fair companies
022 010 Associations

Services
023 001 Consulting companies
023 002 Design
023 003 Data processing
023 004 Recycling/waste disposal
023 005 Logistics
023 006 Packaging
023 099 Other services

Mobile Spaces
024 001 Flooring
024 002 Sealing
024 003 Synthetic products
024 004 Leather
024 005 Lightweight construction
024 006 Lighting and electrical solutions
024 007 Machinery for the production of interior fittings
024 008 Manufacture of surfaces
024 009 Upholstery materials
024 010 Locking systems
024 011 Textiles and fibres
024 012 Adjustment mechanism

Digital Printing
025 001 Print Software and Design
025 002 Pre-Press and Design
025 003 Pre-Press Products and Chemicals
025 004 Digital Print Equipment
025 005 Sublimation/ Transfer Machines
025 006 Ink Systems
025 007 Finishing Equipment
025 008 Services and Information
025 099 Other
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